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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
AURORA, PAYSANDÚ, URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

If in truth My Presence amongst you were only visions, it would never have been possible to build
the Work through the human beings of the world.

A work is real when it is sustained by the Divine Presence itself and that Work persists because the
Divine Presence so wishes and thus manifests it all.

Sometimes, certain religious people and priests offend more with their comments on the Work that
God carries out in the world and please less with their liturgical activities.

In truth, when certain priests, religious people or even bishops offend the Work that God carries out
within souls, far from the control and the authority of the Church, this is more serious than all the
faults committed by poor sinners.

One must be careful with everything that a representative of Christ on Earth says or manifests to the
people of God, causing hearts to dissent, filling them with more and more doubts.

This is much more serious because with their word, they could be condemning the salvation of all of
these souls that hear them.

The Celestial Father has the only Truth and before everything that He does with His Work, separate
from the power of the people of the Church, we must bow our head and be respectful; because the
human being will never be able to deeply understand everything that God wants to do.

For this reason, I ask all priests, the religious ones and representatives of Christian churches to hold
their tongues to not continue to offend the Work of God, which is infinite and eternal, and with their
ironic comments, to not stain the souls that place their faith in Christ.

Each one fulfills their part in this mission of evangelizing in the Presence of the Lord, through
example, love, and truth more than with words.

Do not forget the fraternity and the ecumenism which have not yet been understood by you, since
the true alliance that must be established between the different beliefs is based on love and
transparency.

Let priests be true intercessors of Christ between Heaven and Earth and not executioners dressed as
saints who condemn their fellow beings and do not look within themselves, forgetting penance.

The one who thinks they will survive alone will be lost. Unity and respect among peoples and
religions are what will defeat the beast that will come out of the abyss.

Faith is not measured by acts or judgments.

Faith is the balm of light in simple hearts.
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I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


